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Community Service Essay 
for the UH Common            

Scholarship App (Optional) 

Maximum length: 600 words. 

Please include, if applicable:  

 Any activities that include 

volunteer work and community 

services; 

 Any services that demonstrate 

your willingness to contribute 

or give back to the Hawaii 

community.  

Notes: 

 

 DON’T write a sob story 
 DON’T be afraid to get 

words on paper 
 DON’T try to be some-

one else 

√ DO start early 
√ DO proofread, more 

than once 
√ DO allow others to 

read it 



Personal Statement 
Guidelines for the                

UH Common Scholarship 
Application (Required) 

Maximum length: 900 words 

Please include, if applicable:  

 Your educational and career 
goals 

 Current employment 
 Any accomplishments, including 

any honors or awards; 
 Your personal background, 

including any highlights, special 
situations in your life of other 
information;  

 Any challenges you are facing as 
a result of your current financial 
circumstances; 

 Any barriers to you obtaining 
your educational goals and how 
you plan to overcome them.  

 

Tips: 

 Use a word processing program (ex. 

MS Word) to write your statement. 

 Save on a jump drive or Google docs 

 Use spell check and grammar check 

1. A “snap shot” of yourself 
PRODUCE A SNAP SHOT PORTRAIT of you as 
a person, a student, a potential scholarship 
recipient, and (looking into the future) a 
former scholarship recipient. 
 
2. A piece of you 
MAKE SURE THAT YOUR WRITING IS 
ORIGINAL. The best way to do this is to share 
a “piece of you” in the essay. Invite the 
reader to get to know you, let them feel 
welcomed. 
 
3. Stop thinking, start writing 
JUST START WRITING. You can always go 
back and edit your work. It’s easier to edit 
words when they are already written. 
 
4. Find editors (proofreaders) 
It is important to GET OTHERS TO EDIT YOUR 
WORK. They may find errors that eluded you 
as well as parts that are unclear to someone 
reading your personal statement for the first 
time. Ask your editors if your personal 
statement was interesting and captivating. 
Ask them for suggestions and take them 
seriously. 
 

5. Re-Use your personal statements 
RE-USE YOUR PERSONAL STATEMENT 
that you have written for college 
applications, classes or even other 
scholarships. Make sure when you 
recycle your personal statement that it 
fits the scholarship. 
 
 

Steps to Writing a General Personal Statement 

Proofreading Resources 

Tutors 
The Learning Center  PH: 808-984-3240 
Hookahua Lab PH: 808-984-3359 
 

Online Proofreading Program 
Tutor.com:  Follow instructions from TLC’s 
website:  
 
http://maui.hawaii.edu/tlc/home/tutoring/
online/ 
 
Suggested Use:  
1. Submit Personal Statement to tutor.com  
2. Book an appointment to meet with a TLC 

tutor 
3. Take results of your reviewed Personal 

Statement to tutoring appointment 


